Systemic Biodistribution and Intravitreal Pharmacokinetic Properties of Bevacizumab, Ranibizumab, and Aflibercept in a Nonhuman Primate Model
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PURPOSE. To determine the intravitreal pharmacokinetic properties and to study the systemic biodistribution characteristics of I-124-labeled bevacizumab, ranibizumab, and aflibercept with positron emission tomography–computed tomography (PET/CT) imaging in a nonhuman primate model.

METHODS. Three groups with four owl monkeys per group underwent intravitreal injection with 1.25 mg/0.05 mL I-124 bevacizumab, 0.5 mg/0.05 mL I-124 ranibizumab, or 2.0 mg/0.05 mL I-124 aflibercept in the right eye of each subject. All subjects were imaged using PET/CT on days 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 14, 21, 28, and 35. Serum blood draws were performed at hours 1, 2, 4, 8, 12 and days 1, 2, 4, 8, 14, 21, 28, and 35. Radioactivity emission measurements were used to determine the intravitreal half-lives of each agent and to study the differences of radioactivity uptake in nonocular organs.

RESULTS. The intravitreal half-lives were 3.60 days for I-124 bevacizumab, 2.73 days for I-124 ranibizumab, and 2.44 days for I-124 aflibercept. Serum levels were highest and most prolonged for bevacizumab as compared to both ranibizumab and aflibercept. All agents were primarily excreted through the renal and mononuclear phagocyte systems. However, bevacizumab was also found in significantly higher levels in the liver, heart, and distal femur bones.

CONCLUSIONS. Among the three anti-VEGF agents used in clinical practice, bevacizumab demonstrated the longest intravitreal retention time and aflibercept the shortest. Significantly higher and prolonged levels of bevacizumab were found in the serum as well as in the heart, liver, and distal bones. These differences may be considered by clinicians when formulating treatment algorithms for intravitreal therapies with these agents.
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However, to our knowledge, the systemic biodistribution of intravitreally placed therapeutic agents has not been previously examined. Recent advances in PET technology have significantly improved image resolution and allowed for more precise quantification of radioactive emission measurements of tagged agents. This has improved our ability to more accurately determine their intravitreal pharmacokinetic characteristics and to track their dissemination into extraocular organs. The nonhuman primate (NHP) model has inherent advantages over previously used rabbit models including a human-like proportioned vitreous cavity and lens, and the presence of a macula critical for binocular vision and stereopsis. These anatomic similarities can provide a more accurate assessment of intravitreally placed drugs for human use.

In this project, we used high-resolution digital PET/CT (dPET/CT) to study the intravitreal pharmacokinetic properties and systemic biodistribution characteristics of I-124-labeled bevacizumab, ranibizumab, and aflibercept after intravitreal placement in a NHP model. The goals of our project were 3-fold: first, to determine the intravitreal pharmacokinetic properties of the three anti-VEGF agents by serial ocular imaging; second, to study the serum levels for each of the three agents after intravitreal injection; and third, to examine the systemic biodistribution of each agent by sequential whole-body PET.

**Materials and Methods**

Radiolabeling of bevacizumab, ranibizumab, and aflibercept with I-124 (IBA Molecular, Dulles, VA, USA) was completed using a modified iodogen method. Radiochemical purities for I-124 bevacizumab, I-124 ranibizumab, and I-124 aflibercept were 96.2%, 96.2%, and 96.6%, respectively. All treatments were conducted in agreement with the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalminic and Vision Research. All experimental protocols were approved, and the procedures followed were in accordance with the ethical standards of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at The Ohio State University. Twelve (7 male and 5 female) adult *Aotus trivirgatus* known as owl monkeys (Keeling Center for Comparative Medicine and Research at the Keeling Center for Comparative Medicine and Research at The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center, Bastrop, TX, USA) weighing 940 to 1150 g were used for this study. Under general anesthesia, three groups of 4 owl monkeys each underwent intravitreal injection. 1.25 mg/0.05 mL I-124 bevacizumab (2 female, 2 male), 0.5 mg/0.05 mL I-124 ranibizumab (2 female, 2 male), or 2.0 mg/0.05 mL I-124 aflibercept (1 female, 3 male) was placed 1.5 mm posterior to the limbus using a 32-gauge needle in the right eye of each of the 12 subjects.

Immediately following intravitreal injection on day 0, each subject underwent dPET/CT imaging (Vereos; Philips Healthcare, Andover, MA, USA), and sequential imaging was performed on days 1, 2, 4, 8, 14, 21, 28, and 35. At each time point, two bed position acquisitions to cover the head and body of the NHPs were obtained. All dPET images were reconstructed using 2-mm voxel length. Serum was collected at postintravitreal injection hours 1, 2, 4, 8, and 12 and days 1, 2, 4, 8, 14, 21, 28, and 35. Between 1.0 and 1.5 mL blood from the femoral artery was collected in BD Vacutainer Plus plastic serum tubes with 5.0-mL Gold BD Hemogard closure venous blood collection tubes (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). Radioactive emission levels from the collected blood samples were then measured with a gamma counter (WIZARD2 Automatic Gamma Counter; Perkin Elmer, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). The collected blood was then centrifuged at 1000g for 5 minutes (Eppendorf 5415C, Eppendorf North America, Naupauge, NY, USA), and the separated serum was collected using 7-mL polyethylene LabAid transfer pipettes (Biomed Resource, Inc., Riverside, CA, USA) and placed into polypropylene 1.5-mL tubes (Heathrow Scientific LLC, Vernon Hill, IL, USA). At the completion of the study, the subjects were quarantined to allow for 10 half-lives of I-124 radioactive decay following intravitreal injection (42 days or 1 week after the last imaging session) before being released.

The radioactive units (Bq/mL) were corrected to account for I-124 radioactive decay, which has a physical half-life of 4.18 days. Clearance curves were then formulated with the resulting measurements, and the intravitreal half-life for each subject was calculated using a formula to describe first-order kinetics:

\[
T_{1/2} = \frac{T \times \log 2}{\log [Drug\text{sub}_b/\text{Drug}_e]}
\]

Whereby: \(T_{1/2} = \) Half-Life
\(T = \) Elapsed Time
\([\text{Drug}_b] = \) Beginning Amount
\([\text{Drug}_e] = \) Ending Amount

To study the biodistribution patterns of each agent after intravitreal injection, PET/CT images of specific organs were examined. In addition to the injected right eye, 11 other organs that exhibited radioactive uptake were examined and compared for each of the three agents. The examined organs were the contralateral left eye, right and left thyroid lobes, right and left kidneys, bladder, spleen, right and left distal femur bones, heart, and liver. The regions of interest (ROI) for each tissue type were held constant for all imaging sessions, and all analysis was performed using Philips Healthcare software. Mean standardized uptake values (SUV) values were determined as a function of postinjection time for each antibody tested. The SUV scales were adjusted to lower emission thresholds to allow for better visualization of organs with lower radioactivity levels.

Statistical analysis was performed to compare differences in the three treatment groups with 1-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with post hoc Tukey honest significant difference (HSD) test for multiple comparisons to adjust for multiple hypothesis tests, and statistical significance was set at \(P < 0.05\). Means and standard errors were calculated for each treatment at each time. All analyses were performed using SAS/STAT software, Version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

**Results**

**Intravitreal Anatomic and Pharmacokinetic Properties**

During the course of the study, none of the eyes developed adverse events such as endophthalmitis, uveitis, or cataract.

The montage in Figure 1 illustrates serial images for three subjects, one for each of the three agents. I-124 bevacizumab was visible until day 21 while both I-124 ranibizumab and I-124 aflibercept were visible until day 14. Intravitreal levels of radioactivity (Bq/mL) are listed for each subject in Table 1. I-124 uptake in the thyroid lobules was visible on day 35 in all subjects, indicating that the radioactivity clearance from the vitreous cavity was due to agent egress from the vitreous rather than I-124 radioactive decay.

The resulting clearance patterns for each agent fit a two-phase curve with an initial rapid distribution phase until day 4 followed by a slower elimination phase from day 8 onward (Fig. 2). By graphic extrapolation of I-124 levels to the noise
plane, average I-124 bevacizumab was detectable in the vitreous cavity until day 30, average I-124 ranibizumab until day 22, and average I-124 aflibercept until day 21. The average clearance half-lives with standard error and 95% confidence intervals after correction for radioactive decay were found to be $3.60 \pm 0.20$ (3.40, 3.79) days for bevacizumab, $2.73 \pm 0.19$ (2.55, 2.92) days for ranibizumab, and $2.44 \pm 0.32$ (2.12, 2.76) days for aflibercept. The difference was significantly higher for I-124 bevacizumab than for both other agents ($P < 0.05$), and the calculated half-lives were not significantly different between ranibizumab and aflibercept.

The drug retention rates were found to trend higher for the females in each of the agent groups. The average intravitreal half-lives were 3.73 days for females and 3.46 days for males in the I-124 bevacizumab group, 2.97 days for females and 2.49 days for males in the I-124 ranibizumab group, and 3.16 days for the single female and 2.12 days for the three males in the I-124 aflibercept group. The number of subjects per male and female group was too small for statistical considerations.

**Drug Serum Levels**

Table 2 lists the mean measured serum I-124 bevacizumab, I-124 aflibercept, and I-124 ranibizumab levels with standard errors in gamma counter radioactivity counts at each time point. The values are graphically represented in Figure 3. There were no significant differences between the three drug levels up to 4 hours post intravitreal injection. Beginning at 8 hours post injection, I-124 bevacizumab levels measured significantly higher than the other two agents, and they remained significant compared to both agents for the remainder of the study. No significant differences in the serum levels were found between I-124 aflibercept and I-124 ranibizumab at any of the measured time points. I-124 ranibizumab levels were measurable until day 4 and I-124 aflibercept until day 8, and both were compatible with background noise thereafter.

Table 3 summarizes the pharmacokinetic parameters for each treatment group. The average peak serum concentration ($C_{\text{max}}$) was highest for the I-124 bevacizumab subjects (7.80 ± 1.75 ng/mL), lower for I-124 aflibercept (3.50 ± 0.31 ng/mL), and significantly lower for I-124 ranibizumab.
and least for I-124 ranibizumab (0.47 ± 0.07 ng/mL). These differences were significantly higher for I-124 bevacizumab serum levels than for both I-124 aflibercept and I-124 ranibizumab (P = 0.038 and P = 0.002, respectively), but they were not significantly higher for I-124 aflibercept when compared to I-124 ranibizumab (P = 0.147).

The average time to maximal plasma concentration (T_{max}) was earliest for the I-124 ranibizumab (24 hours), followed by I-124 aflibercept (48 hours) and I-124 bevacizumab (84 hours). The area under the curve (AUC) was greatest for I-124 bevacizumab (109.0 ± 17.51 day·ng/mL) followed by I-124 aflibercept (38.65 ± 3.76 day·ng/mL) and I-124 ranibizumab (2.79 ± 0.55 day·ng/mL). AUC was significantly higher for I-124 bevacizumab than for both I-124 aflibercept and I-124 ranibizumab (P = 0.002 and P < 0.001, respectively). The higher AUC for I-124 aflibercept compared to I-124 ranibizumab was not significant (P = 0.085).

Systemic Biodistribution

Figure 4 demonstrates three PET/CT montages for one subject from each of the three treatment groups, and Figure 5 is a magnified view of an I-124 bevacizumab subject on day 4 depicting the various organs with radioactivity uptake following intravitreal injection in greater detail. Figures 6 through 8 graphically represent the differences in biodistribution findings for each of the examined organs. Table 4 summarizes the P values adjusted for multiple comparisons between the three treatment groups at each time point and for each studied organ.

Radioactivity levels were not measurable in any of the organs after day 21, with the exception of the injected right eye and both thyroid lobules. Radioactivity measurements in the studied bilateral extraocular organs (thyroid, kidneys, and distal femurs) revealed close correlation between the left and right sides at each time point. In general, I-124 bevacizumab was present in extraocular organs at higher levels in the later time points and was found to be significantly more disseminated in these organs compared to the other two agents. I-124 aflibercept and I-124 ranibizumab exhibited similar biodistribution patterns and were primarily found at earlier time points in excretory organs such as the urinary system (kidneys and bladder) and mononuclear phagocytic system (MPS, spleen). There was no accumulation found in the central nervous system for any of the labeled agents, and there were no significant differences or trends found in the biodistribution of any of the studied extraocular organs between male and female subjects.

Injected and Contralateral Eye (Fig. 6). The injected right eyes did not display significant differences between the three labeled drugs during the first week after injection (days 0–8). Beginning on day 14, I-124 bevacizumab was found in...
significantly higher levels compared to both other agents. In the noninjected left eyes, all three labeled agents were visible on days 1, 2, and 4. I-124 bevacizumab was significantly higher than both other agents only at day 8, and all agents had very low levels of detection after day 8.

**Thyroid Gland (Fig. 6).** Accumulation of I-124 in the thyroid gland was clearly visible at all of the time points beginning on day 1. No significant differences between the agents were found throughout the study. The three agents peaked at day 8, followed by gradually decreasing levels until day 35.

**Urinary and Mononuclear Phagocytic Systems (Fig. 7).** I-124 ranibizumab was found at significantly higher levels in both kidneys and the bladder on days 1 and 2 compared to both other agents. All three agents were clearly visible in the spleen on days 1, 2, and 4 without significant differences between them.

**Other Organs (Fig. 8).** I-124 bevacizumab was visible at levels that were significantly higher compared to both other labeled agents at all measurable time points in the heart, liver, and both distal femurs. For each of these organs, I-124 bevacizumab levels peaked at day 2 and then decreased gradually until disappearing after day 21.

**DISCUSSION**

In this investigation, I-124 bevacizumab was found to have a significantly longer half-life (3.60 days) compared to the two other labeled agents. Ranibizumab had a longer half-life (2.73 days) than aflibercept (2.44 days) that was not significantly different. The half-lives of the three labeled anti-VEGF agents in this study were found to be shorter than those in previously published reports on a rabbit model.4,12 This is likely due to the liquefied nature of the vitreous found in adult owl monkey eyes and is consistent with the significantly faster clearances found in postvitrectomized eyes in a rabbit model using similar PET methodology.5,13 There is scant literature on pharmacokinetic studies examining intravitreal ranibizumab and aflibercept on a primate model. One recent report by Niwa et al.14 studied serial aqueous humor drug measurements in macaques after intravitreal injections with ranibizumab and aflibercept on a primate model. One recent report by Niwa et al.14 studied serial aqueous humor drug measurements in macaques after intravitreal injections with ranibizumab and aflibercept, and the half-lives were found to be 2.3 days for ranibizumab and 2.2 days for aflibercept, more similar to our results.

I-124 bevacizumab serum levels and pharmacokinetic parameters were significantly higher than both other agents, and those of I-124 aflibercept were higher than those of I-124 ranibizumab. Gamma counter radioactivity levels rather than immunoassay methods were used to assess the labeled anti-
VEGF agents in the serum. The trends in the serum found for each of the three agents reflect differences similar to those reported by Avery et al.15,16 in humans studying the same three agents.

Few studies have reported serum ranibizumab levels after intravitreal injection because they are either found at very low levels or are not measurable by 2 days after injection (Jiang A, et al. IOVS 2012;53:ARVO E-Abstract 2964; Christoforidis JB, et al. IOVS 2014;55:ARVO E-Abstract 1938).7,17,18 To capture the earlier systemic clearance pattern previously reported for ranibizumab, this study included multiple early time points at 1, 2, 4, 8, and 12 hours after injection. The findings confirmed that after peaking in the serum 24 hours post injection, ranibizumab was rapidly cleared from the bloodstream. Previous studies have examined VEGF serum levels following intravitreal anti-VEGF injection and have reported shorter duration and less VEGF suppression in the serum after ranibizumab intravitreal placement in comparison to both bevacizumab and aflibercept.15,16,19–21 Peripheral VEGF suppression has been found to be especially pronounced after intravitreal bevacizumab therapy in patients with retinopathy of prematurity.22–24

Bevacizumab and aflibercept have an Fc-fragment that allows the agents to be engulfed by RPE cells and retinal endothelial cells.25,26 By contrast, ranibizumab lacks the Fc-fragment and is rapidly cleared from the bloodstream.27 Internalization of the Fc-containing agents may allow their physiological effects to remain active after they are no longer detectable by PET imaging. It is uncertain whether the hybrid structure of aflibercept affects the duration of its intracellular captivity as reflected by the reduced half-lives within the vitreous and in the serum as compared to bevacizumab in this study and in other reports.15,16,25

The accumulation of anti-VEGF agents in extraocular organs after intravitreal injection has not been previously examined, and the clinical consequences of the dissemination patterns found in this study are uncertain. Previous studies on rabbits using the same methodology were performed using one bed acquisitions focusing on the head and neck.3–5 Although significant radioactive accumulations were reported in those studies, radioactivity in other extraocular organs below the neck would not have been detected. In clinical practice, ophthalmologists are often not aware of a patient’s ongoing medical history, and associations of systemic adverse events

FIGURE 5. Magnified PET/CT image of an I-124 bevacizumab-treated subject on day 4 depicting radioactivity uptake in various organs following intravitreal injection.

FIGURE 6. Comparison of serial radioactivity uptake values with standard error bars in mean standardized uptake values (SUV) between the three anti-VEGF agents in the injected and noninjected eyes, as well as thyroid lobules.
following intravitreal injection are likely to be underreported. The side effects of systemic bevacizumab are well known and include hypertension, proteinuria, wound dehiscence, incisional hernias, surgical site bleeding, gastrointestinal perforation, nonocular hemorrhages, and thromboembolic events. Systemic side effects following intravitreal anti-VEGF therapy are less clear. A subset of patients including elderly patients, diabetics, and infants with retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) may be especially susceptible to systemic adverse events such as stroke, wound healing complications, and death. A meta-analysis of Comparison of Age-related Macular Degeneration Treatments Trials (CATT) and Inhibition of VEGF in Age-related choroidal Neovascularisation (IVAN) clinical trials at the 2-year mark showed a significant increase in the risk of developing certain systemic side effects including gastrointestinal hemorrhages, hernias, nausea, and vomiting with bevacizumab when compared to ranibizumab. In a rabbit model, intravitreally placed bevacizumab was found to significantly delay cutaneous wound healing in a rabbit model. In the kidney, preglomerular, glomerular, and peritubular endothelial cells are known to

**Figure 7.** Comparison of serial radioactivity uptake values with standard error bars in mean standardized uptake values (SUV) between the three anti-VEGF agents in both kidneys, bladder, and spleen.

**Figure 8.** Comparison of serial radioactivity uptake values with standard error bars in mean standardized uptake values (SUV) between the three anti-VEGF agents in both distal femurs, heart, and liver.
be VEGF-reliant. Several studies in the nephrology literature have reported the presence of renal complications following intravitreal anti-VEGF therapy, including proteinuria and hypertension. Tschulakow et al. found that aflibercept and ranibizumab were both detected within glomerular capillaries after a single intravitreal injection of these agents in a cynomolgus primate model. Their findings are consistent with the rapid accumulation of ranibizumab in the kidneys after a single intravitreal injection found in this investigation.

There were several limitations in this study. First, peripheral organ uptake of I-124-labeled drugs after intravitreal injection is expected to be higher than that measured by PET because of decoupling between I-124 and the drug substrate. Once the I-124-labeled anti-VEGF agent exits the blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are much smaller than that of an adult. The vitreous volume of the adult owl monkey varies between 2.0 and 2.5 mL as compared to approximately 4.5 mL in adult humans. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs. The blood and plasma volumes in owl monkeys are estimated to be 70 and 35 mL as compared to approximately 5 and 2.6 L in human adults. However, the radioactivity measurements for each of the studied organs.
more, the weight of an owl monkey and the size of its eye closely simulate those of a premature infant with ROP, and the smaller serum size in the owl monkey model may more accurately represent the serum pharmacokinetic properties and biodistribution of intravitreally placed agents in these patients. Third, the use of a comparative methodology such as ELISA would have helped to verify serum measurements the radioactive decay of postion-emitting radionuclides is an inherently random process.60 Unfortunately, ELISA serum assay analysis was not available at our institution during the course of this project. Finally, studies with larger numbers of subjects per agent may further delineate the intravitreal pharmacokinetic patterns, serum characteristics, and biodistribution uptakes of these agents, and may help to clarify whether or not the female–male differences in intravitreal retention rates of these drugs found in this investigation are significant.

In conclusion, our described methodology offers a novel approach for studying biodistribution and pharmacokinetic properties of radiolabeled intravitreally placed therapeutic agents by serial PET/CT imaging of the subject. I-124 aflibercept had the shortest. All three agents were found to be significant.
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